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SUMMARY: The present authors analyse samples consisting of Hipparcos stars.
Based on the corresponding HR diagrams they estimate masses of Main-Sequence
stars from their visual magnitudes. They find that already beyond the heliocentric
radius of 10 pc the effects of observational selection against K and M dwarfs become
rather strong. For this reason the authors are inclined to think that the results
concerning this heliocentric sphere appear as realistic, i.e. the fraction of low-mass

stars (under half solar mass) is about 50% and, as a consequence, the mean star mass
should be about 0.6 solar masses and Agekyan’s factor about 1.2. That stars with
masses higher than 5 M� are very rare is confirmed also from the data concerning
more remote stars. It seems that white dwarfs near the Sun are not too frequent so
that their presence cannot affect the main results of the present work significantly.

Key words. Stars: luminosity function, mass function – Hertzsprung-Russell (HR)
and C-M diagrams

1. INTRODUCTION

It is very well known that for a star the mass
is, practically, its most important physical property.
There are two essential moments in this respect: the
reliability of mass determination and the mass dis-
tribution of stars. As for the former one, recently
the present authors (Ninković and Trajkovska 2005
- hereinafter referred to as Paper I) estimated the
masses for a number of nearby stars. Since these
stars were from the Hipparcos Catalogue they are ex-
pected to have good parallaxes and, automatically,
reliable absolute magnitudes enabling us to apply
successfully the mass-luminosity relation. Once the
masses for a sufficiently large number of stars are
available, it is possible to ask the question of their
mass distribution.

It is also well known that stars are born with
different masses. So one comes to the problem of
initial mass function (IMF). Historically, Salpeter’s

attempt (1955) to explain the variety of star masses
by introducing a suitable formula as description of
”relative probability for the creation of stars of mass
near M∗ at a particular time”, appears as the begin-
ning of studies of this kind. Though sufficiently sim-
ple, Salpeter’s formula was found to yield a too high
rate of very massive stars (those exceeding 5 M�).
As a consequence, a number of alternative func-
tions has been proposed (e.g. Miller and Scalo 1979,
Lequeux 1979). Certainly, any sampling of stars
aimed at throwing more light to the problem is wel-
come. However, it should be emphasized that IMF
and the mass-distribution function for stars from the
solar neighbourhood need not coincide. Simply, in
the solar neighbourhood there are evolved stars (say,
red giants and white dwarfs) and, also, the nearby
stars are of different chemical composition. Nev-
ertheless, the situation in the solar neighbourhood
is especially important. For example Rana (1987)
found a mass function for the solar neighbourhood
which should have covered a mass interval between
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m = 0.08 and m = 100 solar masses. With regard to
the well known astrophysical conditions these limits
seem very acceptable, but, nevertheless, they deserve
comments. Namely, as will be seen below, the upper
limit is rather a theoretical value since very mas-
sive stars, though easily detectable, are very rare
indeed, or more precisely, extremely massive stars
are extremely rare. This seems to be a well known
fact. On the other hand, to establish the fraction
of very low mass stars is difficult because they are
usually very faint, a circumstance strongly dimin-
ishing their detectability. Since the masses of stars
are usually estimated on the basis of their luminos-
ity, it is not so easy to indicate any particular mass
value under which the mass distribution becomes sig-
nificantly uncertain. However, it may be said that
some kind of general agreement, nevertheless, exists
so that the value of 0.1M� is frequently considered
as a practical lower limit to the mass of a star (here
stars luminous enough to be detected are borne in
mind). Of course, the obtained mass values depend
on the mass-luminosity relation assumed in the mass
calculation.

On the other hand, one should not forget that
as a distinguishing criterion between a star and a
planet (also a brown dwarf) appears the object’s
mass. Therefore, of importance is to estimate the
mean star mass and the mass scatter. According
to a concept developed by one of the present au-
thors (Ninković 1995) the mass scatter for stars may
be characterised by use of a dimensionless quantity
named as Agekyan’s factor (its definition given also
in Paper I). Estimates of the mean star mass are
not frequent in the literature, instead authors are
generally satisfied to present the slope of the mass-
distribution function proposed in a given article. No
doubt, from the theoretical point of view the slope of
a mass-distribution function is very important, but
from a more practical view point it is quite conve-
nient to present the mean star mass and the value of
Agekyan’s factor, especially when borne in mind that
the modern results clearly indicate that the slope of
the mass-distribution function cannot be the same
over the entire mass interval covered by stars.

In Paper I a sufficiently large sample of nearby
stars (Hipparcos stars with accurate parallaxes) was
considered. However, there a thorough analysis mis-
sed. Hence, in this paper examine the mass distribu-
tion in more details. In accordance with what has
been said above a special attention will be given
to the questions concerning the local values for the
mean star mass and Agekyan’s factor.

2. MASS DETERMINATION

As already said in the Introduction, the source
of the observational material is the Hipparcos Cata-
logue which contains many nearby stars with accu-
rate astrometric data. For the purposes of both Pa-
per I and the present one astrometric data of interest
are (trigonometric) parallaxes. Combined with the
apparent magnitudes of stars they enable to deter-

mine the absolute magnitudes without taking into
account the interstellar absorption due to the very
small heliocentric distances of the stars under exam-
ination. The particular mass-luminosity relation is
that proposed by Angelov (1993). This relation has
been regularly used by Belgrade astronomers for the
purpose of mass estimation in the case of components
of binary stars (e.g. Trajkovska and Ninković 1997).
As binaries also allow to check the results by using
the masses determined dynamically, it has been pos-
sible to test Angelov’s relation intensively and these
tests have given very satisfactory results. Since the
main objective of the present paper is to offer a suf-
ficiently good estimate for the average star mass, we
choose single Hipparcos stars belonging to the Main
Sequence, because Angelov’s relation, as generally
relations of such kind, is valid for the Main-Sequence
stars only.

In this way we have obtained the mass values
for a number of nearby stars. For these stars the
mean mass and the value of Agekyan’s factor were
calculated and the results can be found in Paper I
(Table 1). The circumstance deserving to be com-
mented is, certainly, that in the case of very close
stars both the mean mass and Agekyan’s factor have
significantly different values from those found for the
whole sample (Main-Sequence stars within a helio-
centric sphere of 100 pc). This especially affects
the mean mass because for the subsample containing
stars within 10 pc the mean mass is more than twice
as small as the corresponding value for the whole
sample - to compare 0.602 M� to 1.288 M�. In
addition, if the stars situated between the two helio-
centric spheres - the radii are 10 pc and 100 pc, re-
spectively - are concerned, the mean star mass tends
to be even higher, closely approaching the value of
1.3 M�. The situation concerning Agekyan’s factor
is almost the same; whereas for the subsample of
close stars its value exceeds 1.2, in the case of stars
situated between the two heliocentric spheres men-
tioned above its value is about 1.07. As can be seen
from Paper I, the fraction of close stars (Sample 2
in Paper I) is hardly over 1%. Therefore, it can be
understood why there is, practically, no difference in
the values of both mean star mass and Agekyan’s
factor for the whole sample and for the sample of
stars situated between the two heliocentric spheres.
Finally, Agekyan’s factor, as a dimensionless quan-
tity, cannot be less than 1 and the higher its value is,
the stars within a given sample are more distant from
having equal masses all. Therefore, we are inclined
to think that the present study is heavily affected by
observational selection. In what follows we shall try
to corroborate this standpoint as strongly as possi-
ble.

3. ANALYSIS

Table 1 shows the numbers of stars within
given mass intervals with the corresponding fraction
in the total number for each interval. It is clearly
seen that the interval between 0.1 M� and 0.5 M�
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has a very high fraction for the close stars, but after
including the stars between 10 pc and 100 pc its frac-
tion drops abruptly to about 4%. Bearing in mind
the mass dependence on absolute magnitude (Fig. 1)
we conclude straightforwardly that this mass interval
contains dwarf stars (spectra K and M).

Fig. 1. Mass versus absolute magnitude for MS
stars within 10 pc.

Their low brightness appears as a serious ob-
stacle in their detection, but it seems to be clear that
they are numerous, resulting, therefore, in a mean
star mass definitively less than one solar mass; as
a consequence Agekyan’s factor is also expected to
be about 1.2. In other words, in our opinion the
whole sample is strongly affected by observational
selection and, therefore, we tend to accept the val-
ues of 0.6 and 1.2 as final for the mean star mass and
Agekyan’s factor, respectively.

Table 1. Mass distribution of stars studied
in the present paper: a) all stars
b) stars within 10 pc.

a)

Mass interval Number of stars Fraction

0.1 - 0.5 368 0.0400
0.5 - 1.0 2531 0.2700
1.0 - 5.0 6588 0.6900

≥ 5.0 7 0.0007

b)

Mass interval Number of stars Fraction

0.1 - 0.5 47 0.50
0.5 - 1.0 32 0.34
1.0 - 5.0 15 0.16

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

After accepting the final results one meets the
question how reliable they are. Here we have three
main items to consider. The first concerns the frac-
tion of low-mass stars because if it is not so high,
as found in this paper, then the present results be-
come doubtful. A comparison can be done with IMF
present in the literature. For example, Salpeter’s
law yields approximate values of 2M� and 1.5 for
the mean mass and Agekyan’s factor, respectively.
In all more recent papers dealing with the same sub-
ject (e.g. Miller and Scalo 1979, Lequeux 1979) it
has been pointed out that the IMF slope introduced
by Salpeter yields a very large fraction of massive
stars, much larger than what can be based on the
observational data.

On the other hand, the result of Reid et al.
(2002), who obtain a value of about 0.03 M� pc−3

for the mass density of the MS stars at the Sun,
can be in accordance with our estimate for the mean
star mass because the corresponding number density
of the MS stars seems to be realistic. Therefore, we
conclude that on the basis of the subsample of stars
closer than 10 pc it is possible to get a realistic in-
formation concerning the rate of K and M dwarfs
among MS stars.

In Ninković’s (1995) analysis the mean star
mass was found to be about 0.59 M�, in excellent
agreement with the present result, but the corre-
sponding value of Agekyan’s factor was about 2.0,
significantly higher than the one found here. This
discrepancy can be explained by the mass distribu-
tion assumed there, which differs from what we ob-
tain here. However, in our opinion this merely in-
dicates how still uncertain the mass distribution of
stars is and that a lot of future work is required for
the purpose of answering this important question.
In addition, the mean value for the total mass of a
double star, of 1.6-1.7 M�, found by Trajkovska and
Ninković (1997) is also in a fair agreement with the
present result for the mean star mass.

Some very recent results (e.g. Kroupa 2001,
Reid et al. 2002) indicate that stars with masses
greater than 5 M� are very rare, almost extremely
rare in accordance with what we find here (Table 1).

The second item concerns the relation used
by the present authors for the purpose of obtaining
mass values. To the comments given above we may
add that in the sample studied here we find only
two cases with masses less than 0.1 M�. Both stars
are, of course, among those within 10 pc. However,
bearing in mind that stars of such low masses are
expected to be very faint we do not think that these
two mass values are realistic. For this reason they
are rejected and not analysed. On the other hand,
the mere circumstance that we have only two such
cases, in our opinion, is in favour of the satisfactory
quality of the mass-luminosity relation used in the
present paper.

Finally, in estimating the mean star mass and
Agekyan’s factor one, certainly, must take into ac-
count the presence of non-MS stars in each of our
samples because for them there is no reliable mass-
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luminosity relation. In order to indicate the rate of
non-MS stars we present the HR diagram for the
Hipparcos stars within 10 pc (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. HR diagram for all stars within 10 pc.

According to this figure they seem not to be
very numerous. Here one should be cautious because
of white dwarfs. They are quite faint and, conse-
quently, not easily detectable. However, Fig. 2 shows
a very poorly populated WD branch among these
very close stars (within 10 pc). In addition Reid et
al. (2002) write that the contribution of white dwarfs
to the mass density at the Sun is not higher than
4 × 10−3

M� per cubic parsec. With regard to the

mass values which could be expected for them this
might mean that the contribution of white dwarfs to
the local number density is rather small.

Based on all of this the present authors are
ready to conclude that the mean star mass, at least
in the solar neighbourhood, is very probably about
0.6 M� and Agekyan’s factor about 1.22, in accor-
dance with the preliminary values given in Paper I.
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O RASPODELI MASA ZVEZDA U SUNQEVOJ OKOLINI
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Analiziraju se uzorci koji se sastoje od
zvezda iz kataloga ”Hiparkos”. Mase zvezda
sa glavnog niza se proceǌuju prema odgo-
varaju�em HR dijagramu iz ǌihovih vizual-
nih apsolutnih veliqina. Ustanovǉuje se da
ve� izvan heliocentriqne sfere polupreqnika
10 pc efekti posmatraqke selekcije u odnosu
na K i M patuǉke postaju veoma jaki. Iz tog
razloga autori rada smatraju da su rezul-
tati u vezi sa ovom sferom realni, tj. da

je udeo zvezda malih masa (maǌe od polovine
Sunqeve mase) oko 50%, pa stoga sredǌa masa
jedne zvezde treba da iznosi oko 0,6 Sunqevih
masa, a Agekjanov qinilac oko 1,2. Tako�e iz
podataka koji se odnose na udaǉenije zvezde
potvr�uje se da su zvezde mase ve�e od 5 M�

vrlo retke. Izgleda da beli patuǉci nisu
suvixe qesti u blizini Sunca tako da ǌi-
hovo prisustvo ne mo�e da ima ve�i uticaj
na glavne rezultate ovog rada.
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